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i like this film because it's a thriller movie with an interesting storyline. i didn't know that karti is going to
take on the role of a cop. he is one of the best actors in this film and i wouldn't mind watching another

movie where he acts. just his performance in the film is way better than any other actress. the
cinematography is also awesome. so good. the background music is also awesome. karti does an amazing
job with music in movies like this. i think this film will be popular when it's released. made in india in hindi

with tamil subtitles, khakee the real police tells the story of a corrupt police inspector and how he gets
involved in a strange case of a lost treasure. in order to retrieve the treasure, he has to find out the

whereabouts of an old truck. but things are not as easy as they seem. there's also a criminal element
behind the rich and powerful mafia involved in the case. there are those who threaten to go after him even

if he dares to try and take a step towards the truth. how will he recover the treasure and save his son?
khakee the real police is a tamil and hindi movie made in india and released on 2016-01-19 with the tagline
of arjuna. originally a project among the production crew of arjuna's tamil film, it was finally made into a film
with nearly half the original budget, while still retaining the storyline of the original project. it stars karthi as

a cop and features manisha koirala in the female lead role. enlisted as the character of the corrupt police
inspector to retrieve the treasure of an old truck in a robbery in a rich family, his son ends up kidnapped. in
a hurry to retrieve the treasure, he has to make several dangerous choices to accomplish his mission. he
has to figure out about the truck and rescue his son in the process and has to face the risk to his life, and

the lives of the suspects.
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you clean up any caches on your

computer so you can start afresh as
you use the computer. it will also

help you clear out the recycle bin so
you can start over. it works with all
windows systems from 95 all the
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of windows 7. the price is zero.
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any caches on your computer so

you can start afresh as you use the
computer. it will also help you clear
out the recycle bin so you can start
over. it is set in the early 90s and

dheeraj(karthi) is a fierce tamil nadu
cop who is quite famous for his

uncompromising attitude. during
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this time, the entire state is struck
by some brutal robberies all over.
people die in these robberies but

the police has no clue at all. this is
the time dheeraj takes charge of

this case and nabs all those who are
behind this in chandangarh.
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